Support: detector I(t) ×cos(Ω t), τ-average phase X Y φ m qubit H =H 0 [1 -F × φ m (t)] control ×sin(Ω t), τ-average CÜ1 (surprisingly, feedback loop works much better than anticipated!) Advantage: simplicity and relatively narrow bandwidth Anticipated problem: not much information in quadratures
We want to maintain coherent (Rabi) oscillations for arbitrary long time, • Price for simplicity is a less-then-ideal operation (fidelity is limited by ~95%)
• Feedback performance is much better than expected We develop a theory of quadratic quantum measurements by a mesoscopic detector. It is shown that the quadratic measurements should have non-trivial quantum information properties, providing, for instance, a simple way of entangling two non-interacting qubits. We also calculate output spectrum of a detector with both linear and quadratic response, continuously monitoring two qubits.
Support:
Studied setup: two qubits and detector First spectral peak splits (first order in ν), second peak shifts (second order in ν)
Conclusions (quadratic quantum measurements)
• Conditional (Bayesian) formalism for a nonlinear detector is developed • Detector nonlinearity leads to the second peak in the spectrum (at 2Ω), in purely quadratic case there is no peak at Ω (very similar to classical nonlinear and quadratic detectors) • Qubits become entangled (with some probability) due to measurement, detection of entanglement is easier than for a linear detector (current instead of spectrum) We show that the nanoresonator position an be squeezed significantly below the ground state level by measuring the nanoresonator with a quantum point contact or a single-electron transistor and applying a periodic voltage across the detector. The mechanism of squeezing is basically a generalization of quantum nondemolition measurement of an oscillator to the case of continuous measurement by a weakly coupled detector. The quantum feedback is necessary to prevent the "heating" due to measurement backaction. We also discuss a procedure of experimental verification of the squeezed state.
Support:
QND squeezing of a nanoresonator Potential application: ultrasensitive force measurements
Stroboscopic QND measurements
Quantum nondemolition (QND) measurements (Braginsky-Khalili book) (a way to suppress measurement backaction and overcome standard quantum limit) Idea: to avoid measuring the magnitude conjugated to the magnitude of interest
Standard quantum limit
Example: measurement of x(t 2 )-x(t 1 )
First measurement: ∆p(t 1 ) > /2∆x(t 1 ), then even for accurate second measurement inaccuracy of position difference is ∆x(t 1 ) + (t 2 -t 1 ) /2m∆x(t 1 ) > (t 2 -t 1 ) /2 1/2 m / 2 p x ∆ > ∆ Stroboscopic QND measurements (Braginsky et al., 1978; Thorne et al., 1978) Idea: second measurement exactly one oscillation period later is insensitive to ∆p oscillator (or ∆t = nT/2, T=2π/ω 0 )
Difference in our case:
• continuous measurement • weak coupling with detector • quantum feedback to suppress "heating" 
